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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ft (i = 1,..., n) be operations defined for every system of real functions 
(yi(0> •••» y»(0) °f locally bounded variation in the interval (a, b) £ R1. Moreover, 
kt/i(yi(*),..., yn(t)) be a measure in (a, b) (i.e./i(j!1(f),..., yn(t)) is the first distribu-
tional derivative of a real function of locally bounded variation in (a, b)). In this 
paper we consider the following system of equations 
(*) ^OW-WO.-* .v-W) (i = L-,«)> 
where the derivative is understood in the distributional sense. By a solution of the 
system (*) we understand every system of real functions (yi(f)> • ••> y«(0) °f l°caHy 
bounded variation in the interval (a, b), which satisfies equation (*). This class will 
be denoted by V\a%hy We prove some theorems on the existence and the uniqueness 
of solutions of the system (*). Our results generalize some theorems for linear and 
non-linear differential systems (see [6], [9], [10], [12], [13]). The sequential theory 
of distributions will be used (see [4]). 
2. THE PRINCIPAL RESULTS 
First we introduce some notations. 
A sequence of smooth, non-negative functions {Sk(t)} satisfying: J^^ Sk(t) dt = 1, 
Sk(t) = dk(—t), Sk(t) == 0 for \t\ jj£ a*, where {ock} is a sequence of positive numbers 
with <xk -» 0 as k -» oo is called a ̂ -sequence. 
We understand the product, the mean value and the modulus of distributions as 
generalized operations (see £2], [3], [4]). 
One may prove that if P is a function of locally bounded variation in the interval 
(a, 6), then for every t0 e (a, b) the mean value P*(t0) of P at the point t0 exists and 
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(2.0 i-M = *± l± i fce ) , 
where P(t0+) (^('o
-)) denote the right (resp. left) hand side limits of the function 
P at the point t0 (see [3]). 
Let p be a measure defined in the interval (a, b) ((— GO, OO)). Then we put 
(2.2) f p(t) dt = P*(d) - P*(c) , f°° p(t) dt = lim f p(t) dt, 
Jc J -oo ' - ° ° Jc 
c-> — 00 
where Pf = p and c, d £ (a, 6). 
In the case when P is a function of locally bounded variation in the interval (a, b) 
and q is a measure (in (a, b))9 then it has been proved in [11] that 
(2.3) I ^(t) q(t) dt\ = I f|P| (0 |q| (t) dt = sup |P|*(0 I f \q\ (t) dt 
\Jc I Uc - * . ' ] \JC 
Now we shall introduce two hypotheses. 
Hypothesis Ht. 1. Let ft (i = 1, ..., ri) be operations defined for every system 
of functions (yi(f), ..., yn(t)) of locally bounded variation in R
1. Moreover, let 
fi(yi(t)> •••- yn(t)) be measures in R
1. 
2. There exist non-negative measures L^t) (i,j = 1,..., ri) defined in R1 such 
that for two arbitrary systems of functions (yi(t),..., yn(t)) arid (y^t),..., yn(t)) 
of locally bounded variation in R1 we have 
(2.4) ILMf),.... y„(t)) - /.(*.(.),..., *„(0)| ^ I Lu(t) \yjt) - j # ) | , 
1=1 
(2.5) t r L^dt<i, r iMh,...,oidr<oo, 
* .1= 1J-oo J -oo 
where tl9 ...,tn denote constant functions
1). 
Hypothesis H2. 1. Let ft (i = 1,..., ri) be operations defined for every system of 
functions (yi(t),..., yn(t)) of locally bounded variation in the interval (a, b) £ R
1 
and such thatft(yi(i),..., yn(t)) is a measure. 
2. There exist non-negative measures Lis(i) defined in the interval (a, b) such that 
for arbitrary two systems of functions (yi(t),..., yn(t)) and (yi(t),..., yn(t)) of locally 
bounded variation in the interval (a, b), inequality (2.4) holds. 
Example 1. Let L(t) and g(t) be measures defined in R1 and such that J^^ |L|(f)df <' 
< 1, J?oo \g\ (t) dt < oo. Moreover, let h be a constant and let y(t) be a function of 
locally bounded variation in JR1. Then it is not difficult to check that the operation/ 
defined by 
satisfies the hypotheses Ht and H2. 
x) The inequality between two distributions is understood as in [2]. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let hypothesis H1 be fulfilled. Moreover, let h be a constant. Then 
the problem 
(2.7) (y'i(t) =fi(yi(t + h),...,yn(t + h)) 
W('o) = y?> i = l,...,n 
has exactly one bounded solution in the class V(-oo.oo)-
Remark 1. We understand that two systems of functions from the class V"atb) are 
equal, if they are equal in the distributional sense. 
Remark 2. The assumptions (2.5) in Theorem 2.1 is essential. This can be observed 
from the following 
Example 2. 
(2.8) Cy'(t) =2 5(t)y(t) (УV) =2* 
V(-1) = 0, 
where d denotes Dime's delta distribution. In fact, let H denote Heaviside's function 
and let c denote a constant. From the equality 
(2.9) HS = id (see [14]) 
it is not difficult to show that the distribution y = cH is a solution of the problem 
(2.8). 
Let all elements of the matrix L = (Liy) (i, j = 1, ..., n) be measures defined in the 
interval (a, b) s= R1. We say that the matrix Lhas the property (P) in the interval 
(a, b) if for every t0 e (a, b) there exists a number s > 0 such that 
(2.10) Do - fi, f0 + c] c (a, b) and £ f ° Vol (0 d* < 1 . 
' > 1 = 1 Jto-s 
It is easy to verify that every locally integrable function in the interval (a, b) has the 
property (P). There exists a matrix of measures, which has not the property (P). 
In fact, let us put L(t) = 2 (5(f), a = — oo, b = co and t0 = 0. 
Theorem 2.2. Let hypothesis H2 be satisfied. Moreover, let the matrix L = (LtJ) 
have the property (P) in the interval (a, b). Then the problem 
(2.11) (y\(t) -fi(yi(t),...9yn(t)) 
Ly*(to) = y°i, t0e(a,b), i = l,...,n 
has exactly one solution in the class V"0tb). 
• Remark 3. Let/f(t, vu ..., vn) (i = 1,..., n) be real functions defined in the set 
D: a < t < b , —oo<vu...,vn<co. 
Moreover, let us assume that: 
1. The functions Jt(t, vu ..., vn) are measurable with respect to t for every system 
(vu ...,i>„). 
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2. The functionsff(f, vl9..., vn) are continuous with respect to (vl9..., vn) for every 
te(a9b). 
3. There exist non-negative, locally integrable functions (in the interval (a, b)) 
L(j(t) (i9j = 1,..., n) and u(t) such that 
(2A2) \Jfa vl9...9vn)- ft(t9 vl9..., vn)\ = £ A-XO K " »j\ > 
(2.13) |/,(f,0,...,0)| = u(r). 
Then the problem 
(2.14) (y'{i) =Ut,y1(t)>...,y„{t)) Ш) =fi{t,Уi(.t),...,yn(t)) 
tУi{to) = УІ, t0є (a, b), i = 1,..., n 
has exactly one solution in the Caratheodory sense in the interval (a9 b) (see [5]). 
It is easy to verify that the right-hand side of the system (2.14) satisfies hypothesis 
H2, too. Thus in this case Theorem 2.2 generalizes the classical Caratheodory's 
result. 
Remark 4. Non-continuous solutions of ordinary differential equations have been 
considered either by means of integral equations with generalized Stieltjes integral 
(see* [7], [8], [15], [16]) or by means of theory of distributions (see [6], [9], [10], [12], 
[13]). The distributional solutions of non-linear differential equations have not been 
sufficiently studied. In [6], [9] and [10] the authors give theorems on the distribu­
tional solutions of some linear deferential equations, but the product of two distri­
butions is understood more generally in our paper than by those authors. More 
precisely, the existence of the product of a measure and a continuous function or 
a function of locally bounded variation does not result in general from the definition 
given in [6]. Hence our results may be applied even to some types of linear differential 
equations in the case when the theorems from [6], [9] and [10] cannot be used. 
3. PROOFS 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We shall apply the method of successive approximations. 
Thus we consider the sequence of functions {giv} defined as follows 
(3.1) gi0(t) = y? , giv(t) == y- + J ft(giv-i(s + h)9..., g^^s + h)) ds, 
J to 
i = 1,..., n , v = 1, 2, ... , teR1 . 
We put 
(3.2) L f = | I " Lu(t)dt9 Mf-= T |f<y?,...,yw°)|dr. 
J~ ^ J — oo J — 00 
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In view of (2.3) and (2.4), we have 
(3.3) \g%(t) - gl_ t(t)\ ^ M^'
l for every t e (- oo, oo) . 
Hence we infer that the sequence of functions {#*„(*)} is uniformly convergent to 
a function gx e V^-co.oo) as v -+ oo. In fact, the inequality (3.3) implies 
(3-4) W * (0 = 1̂ 1 + ^ . 
Thus 0| is a bounded function in R1. We consider a finite sequence of numbers {tt} 
such that tx ^ t2 S ... ^ tt. Since 
(3.5) i \gt(tr) - gUtr-i)\ = f" ILK.... rf)| it + 
' = 1 J-00 
+ I f" L"W l-,-*--(* + ft)" ^°ld f = Mi + 
J = l J-00 
+;i|_>,/o(wi+T^)a.+ij_;wi,u(.)d., 
gt is a function of locally bounded variation in .R
1. Taking into account that by (3.3) 
the sequence of functions {g*v(t)} is uniformly convergent, we obtain 
(3.6) gt(t0 + ) = >>? + lim lim (F*(f) - F%(t0)) = 
f - * f o + i>-*oo 
= y°, + lim lim (Ft(t) - Ffv(t0)) = y? + \ lim (F,.(f0+) - Fiv(t0-)), 
v-*oo t-*to+ P-+00 
where F'iv(t) = L(gll;(. + h) gnv(t + h)). Similarly 
(3.7) gt(t0-) = yl + lim lim (F*iv(i) - Ft(t0)) = 
t-*to~ v-*oo 
= yl + lim lim (Ft(t) - Ft(t0)) = y°i - ±Hm(Fiv(t0+) - Fiv(t0-)). 
v->oo f-*to~ U-+00 
Hence g?(t0) = y?. Next, by (2.3) and (2.4) we conclude that 
(3.8) I f [/*(0i(s + h)9..., gn(s + h)) - ft(glv(s + h)9..., ^ ( s + ft))] ds ^ 
IJ to 
= Lj± sup h - ^ | * ( 0 ) -
./--I feR1 
Thus the system of the functions (gi(t)9..., gn(t)) is a solution of the problem (2.7). 
It remains to prove the uniqueness of the solution. Let gl9 ...9gn be bounded functions 
of locally bounded variation in .R1 such that g*(t0)-=y°i9 (gi(t)9 ...9gn(t)) 4= 
* (§i(t)> • • •> 0M(O) (* = !»-•-»»)- Moreover, let the system of the functions (g^t),... 
..., gtt(t)) satisfy the system (2.7). Then the.mequality (2.4) yields 
(3-9) K š - K ^ J " Ly(0ď). 
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where K = £ sup \g( — gt\* (f).The last inequality contradicts (2.5), which implies 
»=1 teR1 
our assertion. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let (al9 b^) and (a2, b2) be two intervals such that 
n 
(au bx) n (a2, b2) # 0, [a1? 6 J u [a2, b2] cz (a, 6) and £ # L,7(f) df < 1 for 
«J=I 
r = 1, 2. Moreover, let /? > 0 and aj + /?, fcj — /? e(a1? b^, a2 + /?, b2 — fi E 
e(a2, fe2), (a! + J?, bx - P) n (a2 + p, b2 - p) + 0 and f0 e(ax + jS, ^ - jS). 
We consider the sequence {giv} defined as follows 
(3.10) gi0(t) = y?, giv(t) = y? + J fi(glv-i(s),..., ^- i(«)) ds, 
i = 1, . . . , n , i? = 1 , . . . , te(a,b). 
It is not difficult to verify that the sequence of functions {#*t,(f)} is uniformly conver-
gent to a function gt (i = 1,..., n) of bounded variation in the interval \a1 + /?, 
bt — 0]. Moreover, the system of functions (gi(f), •••> 0»(O) ^
s ^ e un1Que solution 
of the problem (2.11) in the class ^"a,+/},*!-/J)- Applying the property (P) we can 
extend uniquely the local solution to the whole interval (a, b), which completes 
the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
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